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We discuss the relation between the fission-fusion potential-energy surfaces of very 
heavy nuclei and the formation process of these nuclei in cold-fusion reactions. In the 
potential-energy surfaces, we find a pronounced valley structure, with one valley cor- 
responding to the cold-fusion reaction, the other to fission. As the touching point is 
approached in the cold-fusion entrance channel, an instability towards dynamical de- 
formation of the projectile occurs, which enhances the fusion cross section. These two 
“cluster effects” enhance the production of superheavy nuclei in cold-fusion reactions, in 
addition to the effect of the low compound-system excitation energy in these reactions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Heavy-ion fusion reactions have been used extensively to synthesize heavy elements 
beyond actinide nuclei. In order to proceed further in this direction, we need to understand 
the formation process more precisely, not just the decay process. The dynamics of the 
formation process are considerably more complex than the dynamics necessary to interpret 
the spontaneous-fission decay of heavy elements. However, before implementing a full 
dynamical description it is useful to understand the basic properties of the potential- 
energy landscape encountered in the initial stages of the collision. The collision process 
and entrance-channel landscape can conveniently be separated into two parts, namely the 
early-stage separated system before touching and the late-stage composite system after 
touching. The transition between these two stages is particularly important, but not very 
well understood until now. To understand better the transition between the two stages we 
analyze here in detail the potential energy landscape or “collision surface” of the system 
both outside and inside the touching configuration of the target and projectile. 

In Sec. 2, we discuss calculated five-dimensional potential-energy landscapes inside 
touching and identify major features. In Sec. 3, we present calculated “collision surfaces” 
for still separated targets and projectiles. Implications for SHE formation are discussed. 
Section 4 is a short summary of the present analysis. 
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Figure 1. Potential energy landscape for as a function of quadrupole moment Q2. 

2. FISSION POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACES 

In our previous works [1,2], we have developed a method to locate saddle points in 
high-dimensional potential-energy surfaces, and performed systematic 5D calculations of 
a large number of potential-energy surfaces for heavy nuclei and determined various saddle 
properties of interest. We here extend the studies to the SHE region. The surface shape 
is specified in terms of the three-quadratic-surface parameterization [ 13, and analyzed in 
terms of elongation, left-right mass asymmetry, left fragment deformation, right fragment 
deformation and neck. We know from the previous work that densely spaced grid points 
are required to  obtain sufficient detail of the potential landscape. In this study, we need 
to include more mass-asymmetric shapes than earlier, which leads to about 3.6 million 
grid points compared to 2.6 million in previous studies [2]. 

We have performed potential-energy calculations for heavy nuclei from 2 = 102 to 
2 = 114. We present here essential features of the 5D energy surfaces as one-dimensional 
functions of the quadrupole moment Q2. Valleys in the outer part of the surface are 
identified by finding, for fixed Q2, local minima of the energy with respect to the re- 
maining four parameters. Saddle points can not be identified with this procedure but it 
is meaningful to analyze the outer part of the potential-energy landscape in this way, if 
the shape coordinates are defined in a reasonable way. They are here: the two fragment 
deformations and mass asymmetry remain approximately constant along the valley floors. 

In Fig. 1, we show an example of the results obtained for the compound system ::;DEI. 
Three curves are plotted as functions of the quadrupole moment Q2. The one denoted 
"Fission valley" is the normal "fission barrier" as a function of Q2. The saddle points have 
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been identified by the water-immersion technique [l], the valleys as discussed above. Two 
surface shapes corresponding to the configurations pointed to by arrows are also shown. In 
the fission valley the system is mass-symmetric along this fission path. At large Qz values, 
there appears another valley denoted as ”Fusion valley”. Along this valley, the surface 
shape is mass-asymmetric, typically with a mass asymmetry M H / M L  = 201/71. It should 
be noted that the definition of mass asymmetry used here is that used in [I] in which the 
mass in the neck region is distributed in proportion to the volumes of the (completed) 
end spheroidal fragments. The fusion-valley shape corresponds to a large almost spherical 
part joined to a spheroidal part, resembling closely the shapes and volumes of the target 
and projectile just before touching. The third curve, labeled ”Separating ridge” is the 
height of the ridge separating these two valleys. The two valleys shown are the only ones 
deeper than 2 MeV. The fusion valley disappears near &z = 36, that is the identity of 
the entrance channel is lost here. 

Very similar structures are present in all the other calculated potential-energy land- 
scapes. That is we find two valleys, a fission valley and a second valley. The mass 
asymmetry of the latter is always MH R 208, and M, = A - MH. Thus the designa- 
tion “cold-fusion valley” is appropriate. Details of its connection to the incident channel 
outside touching is discussed in the next section. 

3. SEPARATED-NUCLEI ENTRANCE-CHANNEL FUSION DYNAMICS 

We turn to the consideration of the entrance channel of cold-fusion reactions where 
the separated target (in our case, 208Pb) and projectile approach the touching point. 
We analyze the instability of the system against dynamical polarization of the projectile 
as a function of distance to the target. We have also investigated the polarization of the 
target. It is very small due to the stiffness of the doubly-magic target and can therefore be 
neglected. In Fig. 2, we show the total energy for the fusion reaction of 64Ni+208Pb +q:$Ds 
at a center-of-mass separation R12=13.6 fm 85 a function of the prajectile deformation 
~ 2 .  The energy is the difference of the total energy of the interacting system and that 
of the asymptotic total energy of the target and the projectile at infinite separation. 
The total energy is the sum of the interaction energy of two arbitrarily deformed objects 
calculated with Yukawa-plus-exponential model [3] and the self energy of the target and 
the projectile with inclusion of the shell energy. The center separation R12=13.6 fm is the 
the critical distance where the total energy, which includes the zero-point energy in this 
potential well, cf, Fig. 2, becomes unstable against prolate deformation. It means that 
stability with respect to projectile deformation is lost when the center separation becomes 
less than 13.6 fm. We define a “collision-surface” fusion-barrier height as the total energy 
at this critical separation. This modified fusion-barrier height is generally lower than the 
original macroscopic barrier height; the reduction is about 13 MeV for this system. The 
zero-point energy is calculated by using the WKB method where the inertia is given by a 
modified irrotational-flow model used in fission half-life and nuclear-mass calculations. 

We have analyzed nine cold-fusion reactions with projectiles from 48Ca to 76Ge. Relative 
to a spherical macroscopic Coulomb-barrier model our more realistic barriers are from 
3 MeV to 15 MeV lower. The reduction tends to increase as the system size increases but 
there is also a strong shell-correction component in this reduction. For reactions leading 
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Figure 2. Energy curve for the reaction 64Ni+208Pb +;::Ds as a function of projectile 
deformation ~ 2 .  

to elements near 2 = 110, the calculated reduced barrier heights agree very well with the 
energy maximum in the experimental l-n excitation functions. 

4. DISCUSSION 

In Sec. 2, we found a pronounced fusion valley in the composite system potential-energy 
landscape with a mass asymmetry close to the target/projectile mass asymmetry. The 
heavy fragment is almost spherical and the light fragment has a large prolate deformation. 
Furthermore we established in Sec. 3 that onset of deformation of the projectile near the 
touching configuration causes a reduction of barrier height which leads to a fusion-barrier 
height consistent with experimental l-n excitation function data. The trigger to fusion 
is the instability of the projectile towards prolate deformation. We have furthermore 
shown that the cluster aspects of the reaction is continuous across the touching point as 
the system evolves from separated ions to a single system. This large overlap between 
the separated and single-system configuration is another qualitative reason why the cold- 
fusion reaction is so favorable. More quantitative studies are in progress. 
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